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ABSTRACT
Freebsd is a sophisticated operating system developed and
maintained as open-source software by a team of more than
350 individuals located throughout the world. This study
uses developer location data, the configuration management
repository, and records from the issue database to examine
the extent of global development and its effect on produc-
tivity, quality, and developer cooperation. The key findings
are that global development allows round-the-clock work,
but there are some marked differences between the type of
work performed at different regions. The effects of multiple
dispersed developers on the quality of code and productiv-
ity are negligible. Mentoring appears to be sometimes as-
sociated with developers living closer together, but ad-hoc
cooperation seems to work fine across continents.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management—Program-
ming teams; K.6.4 [Management of Computing and In-
formation Systems]: System Management—Centraliza-
tion/decentralization

General Terms
Management,Measurement

Keywords
Global development, Open source, Quantitative analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Freebsd [20] is a sophisticated operating system available

for a number of modern architectures. It is a complete oper-
ating system (rather than just a kernel, like Linux) derived
from bsd Unix, the version of Unix developed at the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley. Freebsd, known for its stability
and reliability, runs the servers of large portals like Yahoo
and hosting providers like the Host Department; parts of it
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also form the basis for Apple’s Mac os x. Given the global
nature of the Freebsd development model, the objective of
this work is to examine its extent, determine its effects on
quality and productivity, and explore how geographic dis-
tance affects cooperation among the project’s members.

1.1 Related Work
Global software development has been the subject of two

monographs, a special issue of ieee Software, and a number
of icse workshops; see [15, 4, 12, 5, 17, 9] and the references
therein.

In 1999 Herbsleb and Grinter identified the challenges
faced by splitting the development among various sites by
observing that the structure of code often mirrors the struc-
ture of the organization that developed it [10]. They also
proposed the adoption and use of direct communication chan-
nels between developers as a way to overcome the problems
they described. The importance of these channels in soft-
ware development had already been established in 1995 by
Kraut and Streeter [16]. In the introduction of the 2001
ieee Software theme issue, Herbsleb and Moitra outlined
the problems of global software development by identifying
several dimensions of it: strategic, cultural, and technical
issues; knowledge, project, and process management; and
inadequate communication. Many of those challenges were
first identified in the context of mis software development in
a 1997 conference paper by Erran Carmel [3].

A number of researchers have used data from free and
open source software [6, 24] and commercial projects [1,
13] to examine issues of global software development. Most
of those studies adopt an empirical qualitative approach.
Closer to the approach I adopt in this paper is the 2003 work
by Herbsleb and Mockus [11], who used data from a change
management system in conjunction with a survey to arrive
at the finding that assignments to distributed teams take
a lot longer to complete than corresponding assignments to
collocated developers.

The work reported here leverages on the Freebsd develop-
ment model to provide additional quantitative data points
for the study of global software development. Specifically,
I investigate practices across a large number of widely dis-
persed developers and I integrate data from the configura-
tion management system, the actual source code, the geo-
graphic coordinates of the developers, and the issue report-
ing system.

1.2 The FreeBSD Development Model
Freebsd is developed and maintained as open-source soft-

ware by a team of more than 350 individuals located through-
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out the world. Work can be roughly divided into code writ-
ten for the system kernel, the operating system utilities,
the porting of third-party programs, and the documenta-
tion. The global development effort is coordinated through
a number of facilities [7, 23].

• A configuration management system repository, based on
cvs, houses the current version of all the project’s source and
documentation files, maintenance branches of older versions,
and more than 10 years of historical data. The complete
repository is available for public download and for browsing
through a web-based interface.

• A problem reports database, based on the gnats system,
contains descriptions of open and closed issues, the individ-
uals dealing with them, and details of the resolution history.

• More than 100 open and closed mailing lists provide a
broadcast mechanism for developers and end-users. The lists
cover various development areas (such as security or testing),
hardware and processor architectures, and releases of the
system.

• A so-called tinderbox system continuously performs com-
plete builds of the current source code, providing an early
indication of any problems committed to the source reposi-
tory.

• A public web site contains the Developer’s Handbook, up-
to-date release engineering information, a browsable version
of the cvs repository, mailing list archives, and a (read-only)
interface to the problem reports database.

• A network of machines accessible to all Freebsd commit-
ters over the internet provides developers with a common
workspace for compiling and testing their code on different
machine architectures.

Developers are mostly unpaid volunteers, although com-
panies with vested interests in the system also have devel-
opers contribute as part of their job. An elected core team
is responsible for deciding the project’s overall goals and di-
rection, approving proposals for new developers to join the
project, and resolving differences. Separate teams handle
release engineering, third-party ports, donations, and secu-
rity. Developers have the right to modify any part of the
system (a commit privilege), subject to a few formal and
many informal restrictions. For example, developers are not
allowed to commit changes while a code freeze is in place
without prior approval from the release engineering team.
Also, heavy modifications on code actively maintained by
another developer, or changes directly undoing another de-
veloper’s work are frowned upon.

Developers typically start as enthusiastic contributors of
project code; at some point another developer will take in-
terest in their work and recommend them for granting com-
mit privileges. New developers are initially assigned a men-
tor who oversees their work, and approves the changes they
make to the code.

2. METHODOLOGY
This work explores elements of the Freebsd global devel-

opment model through a quantitative analysis of data ob-
tained from the cvs repository, the problem reports data-
base, and the developers’ geographic coordinates.

I derived the cvs data from a snapshot of the cvs repos-
itory taken on November 9th, 2005, and examined through
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Figure 1: Development effort throughout the world

the cvs client front-end in conjunction with a number of
Unix tools, such as awk, sed, sort, and join. The repository
covers about 19 million lines of code and documentation, and
contains 938,00 commit messages from 475 different commit-
ters, made in a period of about 10 years.

I also examined the problem reports database by directly
scanning the gnats system files on the project’s shell lo-
gin server, in December 2005. At that time the repository
contained around 90,000 reports.

Both cvs commit messages and gnats reports are tagged
with the login name of the corresponding developer. By
establishing a relationship between developers and their lo-
cations throughout the globe one should be able to derive a
number of interesting results. To that end I used a file dis-
tributed together with the Freebsd port of the XEarth appli-
cation, which contains the latitude, longitude, login name,
and location name of many Freebsd developers. Through
appeals to the developer community and a wholehearted re-
sponse, I was able to increase the coverage of the commit
lines that could be attributed to a specific global location
from 71% on November 17th, 2005 to 79% on January 9th,
2006. At the time of this writing I had secured location data
for 292 developers. I made no attempt to take into account
developers who moved place during the time covered by the
cvs data.

In a number of cases I calculated distances between devel-
opers. For this purpose I used the spherical law of cosines
formula, which gives the distance d between two points with
latitude δ and longitude λ on a sphere with radius R as,

d = R cos−1 [sin δ1 sin δ2 + cos δ1 cos δ2 cos(λ2 − λ1)]

The formula does not take into account the Earth’s ellip-
soidal shape, but is accurate enough for the purposes of this
work.

3. ASPECTS OF GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT
An important question facing potential adopters of global

development methodologies is whether these can work in
practice. By studying the extent and nature of global devel-
opment in Freebsd—by all accounts a successful project—we
can establish a baseline for the state of the art.

The project’s 292 developers for which I obtained location
data live in 206 different locations throughout the world; the
lines of code contributed by each location are depicted as
vertical bars on the map in Figure 1. As we can see from
the Figure, most developers reside in North America and
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Europe, with pockets appearing in Asia, Australia, South
Africa and South America.

3.1 Specialization by Area
One question worth resolving is whether various areas of

the world specialize in specific activities: work on a spe-
cific part of the system, or a specific type of work. Given
that Freebsd is a volunteer effort where developers do what-
ever work they enjoy, one could argue that division of effort
across various regions would reflect organizational, cultural,
or technological factors that managers of global development
projects should take into account when planning the distri-
bution of work.

The main development of Freebsd appears to be happen-
ing in North America (46% of the committed lines), Europe
(39% of the committed lines), and Asia (10% of the commit-
ted lines). Australia, South America, and Africa trail with
2.5%, 1.6%, and 0.8% respectively. The bulk of the develop-
ment occurs in the project’s source code (49% of the com-
mitted lines), with the porting and packaging of third-party
software accounting for another sizable 47%. Documenta-
tion and the project’s web site take the remaining 2.1% and
1.7% respectively. We can observe two interesting facts in
the division of labor across regions.

First of all, the work performed by Asian committers is
by an overwhelming proportion (80%) related to the porting
and packaging of existing applications. On could attribute
this difference to cultural factors, but I don’t believe that
this work has sufficient data to make such claims.

The second interesting aspect I found concerns differences
between maintenance and development work. New develop-
ment in the Freebsd occurs in the current, active develop-
ment branch of the configuration management system. De-
velopers are also encouraged to back-port, where possible,
enhancements and error corrections to the stable branches of
the older maintained versions following a procedure known
as “merge from current” (mfc). Contributions to the sta-
ble branches are more likely to represent maintenance work.
Surprisingly, the distribution between the two work types
across regions is not the same. Whereas in North America
work is roughly equally divided between contributions to the
active and the stable branches (56% versus 44%), the dis-
tribution in Europe and Asia favors the active branch with
about 70% of the lines committed to it.

I can propose two theories for explaining these differences.
One is that there are more Freebsd-based production sys-
tems, such as Yahoo, in North America than in the other
regions where more developers use Freebsd on their per-
sonal workstations. Production systems tend to run stable
versions of the system, and we can therefore expect North
American developers to have an active interest in maintain-
ing them. Another explanation might involve the composi-
tion of the release engineering team. Members of that team
are responsible for coordinating the Freebsd releases, and
one might think that they have a higher interest than other
developers in maintaining the stable versions, either on their
own, or with the help of local developers they know. How-
ever the team’s composition is not so sharply polarized as
to explain this difference. Although five of the six current
team members have us ties, two have also uk ties, and one
lives in Japan.

The picture is also complicated by the different distribu-
tion appearing in the developers who resolve entries in the
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Figure 2: Round-the-clock development

Freebsd issue database. Here Europe with 41% of the re-
solved issues leads North America, which accounts for 36%
of the resolved issues, while Asia and Australia trail with
12% and 7%, respectively. Apparently, working through en-
tries of the issues database is a task orthogonal to the one
of maintaining the stable versions.

3.2 Round-the-Clock Development
One often-claimed advantage of global software develop-

ment is the ability to develop software round-the-clock in
a continuous 24 hour cycle. In Figure 2 we can see that
this goal is indeed realized in the Freebsd project. For the
past ten years, Freebsd developers committed on average
177 lines on every hour of each day; this number fluctu-
ated between a minimum of 116 lines (at 02:00 utc) and a
maximum of 285 lines (at 03:00 utc).

A question related to round-the-clock development is the
granularity of the work items processed. Is work on a given
file passed from one location to the next, are far-away devel-
opers cooperating on large modules, or are the development
responsibilities divided into different areas? Answering this
question allows us to establish a method of round-the-clock
development that has worked in practice. To tackle this
problem I observed the commit logs at the level of individ-
ual files, complete modules, or the whole system, through
various sliding windows covering 8-hour and daily intervals.
By looking at commit messages in a given window I counted
the number of days in which commits occurred, the number
of days with 8-hour-far commits by the same committers,
the number of days with next-day commits, and the num-
ber of days with 8-hour-far commits by different committers.
These numbers allow us to see both normal work patterns
and patterns likely to be associated with round-the-clock
development.

At the level of files, round-the-clock development does
not appear to be very prevalent. Only in 1% of the days
was a commit followed after 8 hours by a commit from a
different developer; in contrast work periods of the same de-
veloper spanning more than 8 hours occur in 1.7% of the
days changes are committed into a file. Apparently (and
quite reasonably) developers prefer to stretch a long pe-
riod of work than hand out the work to be completed by
somebody else. When we turn our attention to modules the
situation is reversed: 5.1% of a module’s work days contain
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commits spanning more than 8 hours by the same developer,
while a whole 12.5% of the work days contain commits by
different developers. Here it looks like developers from dif-
ferent parts of the world cooperate together on the same
module, working across different timezones. Not surpris-
ingly, the same story appears at the system level where in
96% of the days commits by different developers will span
8-hour periods, while in only 50% of the project’s work days
will a developer work for more than 8 hours. Incidentally,
work around a normal 8-hour day period (rather than work
stretches longer than 8 hours) appears to be the prevalent
pattern across all three divisions. Commits by the same de-
veloper on the next day occur in 3.6% of the days for files,
in 18% of the days for modules, and in 97.8% of the days
for the complete system.

4. PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY
Before embracing global software development one would

like to know how this type of work will affect the productiv-
ity of programmers and the quality of the deliverables. In
theory, we can see factors that could affect these variables
in positive ways (for example round-the-clock development
[14]), in negative ways (for example lack of face-to-face com-
munication [16, 10]), and in ways that are indeterminate
(think of cultural diversity [19]). I therefore tried to ex-
tract from the data at hand measures that could be used
to examine correlation between metrics of global software
development, and productivity or software quality.

4.1 Productivity Effects
Productivity is typically measured as output per unit of

input. Unfortunately, though not surprisingly, the Freebsd
project does not keep data on hours each volunteer devel-
oper works on the code. As the next best thing I tried
to see whether the geographical distance between develop-
ers working on a module affects the number of lines that
are committed in it. For various modules of the Freebsd
system I measured the average number of lines committed
over a rolling one-month interval, the length of time devel-
opment went on for a given module, the number of commits
performed, the number of different committers, and the av-
erage geographical distance between the committers. From
the 1,300 modules I examined, I removed modules being de-
veloped outside the Freebsd project (contributed by other
groups), and modules with less of 1,000 lines committed
over their entire development history. That left me with
463 modules.

As a base case I examined the correlation between the av-
erage number of lines committed per month and the percent-
age of commits made by different committers. Intuitively
one might expect—Brooks’s law [2] notwithstanding—that
more people working on a given module would contribute
more code. (In the next subsections we will examine the
quality of that code.) Indeed, I found a positive correlation
between those two measures: a Pearson’s product-moment
correlation of 0.67 in a 95% confidence interval between 0.62
and 0.72. This base case establishes that committers can
indeed be used as a proxy for measuring the productivity’s
input.

Next I examined the correlation between the average num-
ber of lines committed per month and the average geograph-
ical distance of the developers committing them. Given that
the base case established a correlation between committers

and the number of lines committed, we would expect that
any relationship between the distance of those committers
and the work produced would show up as a correlation in
this case as well. However, a two-sided Pearson’s product-
moment correlation test on those two measures came up only
with an extremely low correlation of -0.14 in a 95% confi-
dence interval between -0.22 and -0.04. The corresponding
coefficient of determination (r2) explains less than 2% of the
variance between the two measures, and we can therefore
conclude that in our case the geographic distance between
developers does not significantly affect productivity.

4.2 Effects on Code Style
I also examined how a large number of (geographically

dispersed) committers might affect the quality of the pro-
duced code. If the software’s quality deteriorates when soft-
ware is globally developed, managers should appreciate this
problem, and establish procedures for dealing with it. The
quality of code is determined by many elements [25], and
measuring it is far from trivial [27, 22]; For the purpose of
this study I chose to examine adherence to the Freebsd code
style guidelines [8] as a proxy for the overall code quality. I
chose this metric because I could easily measure style adher-
ence by formatting each source code file with the indent pro-
gram configured according to the Freebsd style guide, and
calculate the percentage of lines that indent would change
(the size of a minimal set of differences between the actual
file and the formatted one). Furthermore, by having cvs
generate a listing of the source code file with every line an-
notated with the name of the author who last modified it,
I could count the number of developers who had worked on
the file.

Armed with those two measurements, I used again Pear-
son’s product-moment method to examine correlation be-
tween the two. The correlation coefficient for the 11,040
pairs of measurements was a miserly 0.05 in a 95% confi-
dence interval between 0.03 and 0.07. We therefore see that
in our case, the involvement of geographically dispersed pro-
grammers in the development of code does not affect the
quality of the produced code.

4.3 Effects on Defect Density
Finally, I examined whether the global development of a

file by various developers was associated with an increased
number of problem reports filed for it. Such a correla-
tion could indicate that global development in the Freebsd
project leads to an increased number of bugs in the code,
due, for example, to communication problems between the
various developers. Although problem reports are kept in
a database different from that of the Freebsd configuration
management system, rectified problems are typically marked
in a cvs commit message by a reference to the correspond-
ing problem report (pr). Because serious problem reports
are by definition sooner or later rectified, I could establish
a measure of the density of problem reports in a file by di-
viding the number of commit messages tagged with a pr
number with the total number of the file’s commits. I could
then examine the correlation of that ratio with the num-
ber of different developers that had committed code to the
corresponding file.

I collected data for 33,392 source code files, 457,481 com-
mit messages, and 12,505 prs. On average, each file was
associated with 13.7 commits, 0.37 prs, and 4.2 different
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Min. 1/4 Median Mean 3/4 Max.
Any 0 2,215 7,793 6,702 9,380 19,390
M-M 0 745 3,856 5,080 8,801 18,650

Table 1: Developer and Mentor-Mentee Distances

developers. A two sided Pearson’s product-moment corre-
lation test between the pr density and the number of com-
mitters gave an insignificant correlation between the two
values (0.07) in a 95% confidence interval between 0.06 and
0.08. Therefore, the data from the Freebsd project does not
support the hypothesis that global software development is
associated with a higher bug density in the code produced.

5. HUMAN INTERACTIONS
It would be short-sighted to study global software devel-

opment only in terms of the resulting product. Organiza-
tions also serve and fulfill innate human needs and drives of
their members, such as those of acquiring, bonding, learning,
and defending [18]. I therefore used data from the Freebsd
project to examine how the distance between developers af-
fects the network of their relationships. I focused on two
types of associations between developers: cooperation to-
ward a common goal, and learning in a mentor-mentee rela-
tionship. For both types of association I measured the geo-
graphical distance between related developers and compared
it to the average distance between developers (6,701km).
A markedly lower distance between cooperating developers
and the average could mean that developers prefer to co-
operate with those nearby. From such a result one could
theorize that geographical distance puts a strain in those
associations.

I obtained a list of cooperating developers by scanning the
commit logs with a rolling window of a single day, looking for
different developers who had committed code on the same
file within that day. I assumed that such instances would
indicate cooperation between those developers, because of
the changes’ proximity in the code space and time. From
the data I established 5,847 instances of cooperation be-
tween developers, and from those instances I kept the 4,010
for which I had at hand the geographic coordinates of the
two developers. The average distance between cooperating
developers is 6,489km, a number very close to the average
distance between any two developers. This fact indicates
that in the Freebsd project technical developer cooperation
is seldom influenced by the location of the developers.

During the time new Freebsd developers work with a men-
tor, they tag all their commit messages with a line indicat-
ing the name of the mentor who reviewed and approved the
corresponding change. By scanning those messages I estab-
lished a list of 167 mentor-mentee pairs. From those I kept
the 107 for which I had the locations for both members of
the couple, and used the developer coordinates to calculate
the distance between the mentor and the mentee (Figure
3). As one can see in Table 1, which summarizes the km
distances between any two developers and developers in a
mentor-mentee relationship, the mean and median distances
between mentors and mentees are lower, but not dramati-
cally lower than the those between any random Freebsd de-
velopers. In the mentoring case, even the numbers in the
first quartile designate distances within a small country or
state, not a city.

It therefore seems that some mentor-mentee relationships
are established between people in the same area (see for
example the fjoe–danfe pair on the top right of Figure 3), but
such relationships can (and do) also work across continents.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The findings in the previous sections indicate that soft-

ware development by a widely dispersed loosely-coupled team
of developers is a practical proposition. The global distrib-
ution of the team members allows round-the-clock develop-
ment to take place, with no apparent ill effects on produc-
tivity, the quality of the code, and the density of defects.
Ad-hoc cooperation on specific work items does not seem to
be affected by distance. On the other hand, I found that the
mentoring relationship appears in some cases to be easier to
cultivate between individuals living closer together.

Some of my findings may be counterintuitive and even
contradict those of earlier studies that found diminished pro-
ductivity among distributed teams [11]. One should however
take into account two limitations of this work. First of all,
because the Freebsd project does not offer traditional offices
where collocated developers can cooperate with face-to-face
contact, the base case for the results reported here is de-
velopers working on their own or with developers living in
the same area. In addition, because Freebsd is a project
built mainly by volunteers vetted by their peers, a number
of factors differ from what one would expect to find in an
average software development shop: all developers are ex-
tremely motivated and highly competent, developers freely
choose the type and amount of work they will undertake
and when they will deliver it, and developers are typically
also users of the Freebsd system. These factors should be
further examined in the context of the relationship between
open and closed source software development [26, 21].

Based on the findings I outlined, two interesting questions
that one can pose are:

1. What is the meaning of distance in the context of
global software development?

2. What lessons can commercial software developers de-
rive from the results?

Clearly, when we examine problems of global software de-
velopment, there’s more to distance than geographical sepa-
ration. This is something we should take into account both
when we are looking at the distance between various loca-
tions, and when we are using an existing, supposedly non-
global, setup as a baseline. Distance can appear in a number
of different orthogonal dimensions. The physical distance we
saw at the end of Section 2 can be further elaborated by look-
ing into the travel distance between developers (commuting
from one edge to another in a large metropolis or across a
border may be more difficult than traveling from one central-
European city to another). We should also subdivide phys-
ical distance into on-work and off-work distance. I use the
last two terms refer to the distance between developers when
they are working (they could work on the same or on differ-
ent sites), and when they are resting (they could share com-
munal spaces, or hang out in the evening and on weekends
at the same venues). Then there is cultural distance: this
refers to differences in the language (or even dialect) spoken
by different developers, social norms and conventions, and
the culture’s predominant work ethic. Timezone distance
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Figure 3: Distances (in km) in a part of the FreeBSD mentor-mentee graph.

can also crop up in remarkably different ways: developers
can share a timezone but be far apart, because they live on
different latitudes, or because they work on different shifts.
Finally, developers’ access to various collaboration technolo-
gies, such as a configuration management system, an issue
database, the phone, instant messaging, wikis, and mailing
lists, is another underappreciated measure of distance.

The extent to which the results presented here apply to
commercial software development is debatable. The lack of
a control group where developers would work in the same
office complex sharing lunch at a common cafeteria didn’t
allow me to verify whether Freebsd is paying the price of
global software development even in cases where its pro-
grammers live in the same city. On the other hand, many
existing commercial software development efforts are also
dispersed among physically separated offices or even sites.
For such cases, this work has demonstrated that in an envi-
ronment where developers routinely use a number of essen-
tial collaboration technologies, geographic distance becomes
immaterial.

Thus, the results described in the previous sections are
relevant to practitioners, and they also open some new re-
search questions. Given the generally positive results of this
study, commercial software development projects could, at
the very least, try to adopt and emulate some of the global
development practices of the Freebsd project. On the re-
search front one could also apply the research methodology
of this study to commercial software development projects
and see whether the same findings can be replicated there.
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